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GENERAL   

Description 

This document contains the guidelines and procedures used for the design and installation of crosswalks in 

Arlington County. The development of these guidelines is meant to provide greater guidance in identifying 

crossing locations that would benefit from crosswalk markings to meet the County’s guiding principles to increase 

pedestrian safety and accessibility, while maximizing County resources and balancing the use of the Right-of-Way 

between all modes of transportation. 

These guidelines are based on nationwide best practices regarding the marking of crosswalks. In the 

Commonwealth of Virginia, crosswalks exist whenever sidewalk paths extend across a street at an intersection. 

Marked crosswalks are indicated by lines or other markings on the surface of the roadway, which may be 

supplemented by contrasting pavement texture, style, or color. 

The intent of this document is to establish guidance procedures for Engineers, Consultants, Planners, and 

Designers working within Arlington County. 

Related Standards & Specifications 

A. Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) 

B. Code of Virginia 

C. Arlington County Horizontal Design Standards H-3.7  

D. Arlington County Master Transportation Plan – Pedestrian Element 

E. Arlington County Construction Standards & Specifications 

Submittals 

Design and placement of all crosswalks on County roadways shall be approved by the Department of 

Environmental Services (DES) Transportation and Operations Bureau (TE&O).                                                               
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DESIGN CRITERIA 

Definition 

A “crosswalk” is defined herein as that part of a roadway at an intersection, included within the connections of 

the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite sides of the highway, measured from the curbs or, in the absence of 

curbs, from the edges of the traversable roadway; or any portion of a roadway at an intersection or elsewhere 

distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by lines or other markings on the surface, raised or flush. Marked 

crosswalks are indicated by lines or other markings on the surface of the roadway. Unmarked crosswalks are the 

natural extension of the shoulder, curb line or sidewalk. 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of a marked crosswalk is to heighten drivers’ awareness of crossing pedestrians at 

intersections or mid-block locations. At non-intersection locations, crosswalk markings legally establish the 

County’s preferred crossing path. Crosswalks are intended to provide visual and tactile directional guidance to 

pedestrians when crossing the street and alert road users of a designated location where they can expect 

pedestrians to cross the roadway. 

ESTABLISHING CROSSWALKS WITH MARKINGS AND/OR SIGNAGE 

The following guidance on where to mark crosswalks pertains to intersections and roadways maintained by 

Arlington County. If the subject crossing is situated on a roadway or intersection that is maintained by the Virginia 

Department of Transportation (VDOT), then it is at their discretion whether to mark or not mark a crosswalk. In 

locations where a marked crosswalk is justified and curb & gutter is present, ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act 

of 1990) compliant curb ramps shall be provided on both sides of the proposed marked crosswalk that meets the 

latest ADA standards per the Arlington County Horizontal Design Standards H-3.2 – Curb Ramps. No new marked 

crosswalks should be installed in places where curb ramps are appropriate but not present. In the event that a 

proposed location has existing curb ramps, but one or both ramps are not ADA compliant or meet the latest 

County standards, the marked crosswalk may be installed but each substandard ramp shall be evaluated to see if 

it can be upgraded as part of the project. The evaluation should take into account available data on pedestrian 

activity, volumes, speeds, and crashes. Federal guidance on alteration projects should be taken into account if 

applicable. (See United States Access Board guidelines Section R202.3.1) 

All Locations 

• Marked crosswalks should be connected by straight lines between two ramps or access points. Bent 

crosswalks are not allowed except in special extenuating circumstances approved by TE&O.  

• When two crosswalks join at a single curb ramp at the corner of an intersection, there should be at least 

4-5 feet of traversable space within the combined marked crosswalk area for pedestrians to travel from 

one crosswalk to the other. This can be accomplished with additional crosswalk markings if necessary. 
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• Marked crosswalks at intersections across approaches with raised medians should be oriented so that 

there is at least 4-5 feet of traversable space within the marked crosswalk that does not pass over the 

raised median. Raised median noses can be used to further protect pedestrians at these locations; see 

Arlington County Median Nose guidelines for details. 

Signal Controlled Intersections 

Crosswalks shall be marked with high-visibility style continental crosswalk markings (refer to Figure 1) at all 

intersections and mid-block crossings controlled by traffic signals or flashing beacons, except as stated in the 

Crosswalk Marking Styles section below. Generally, a crosswalk should be marked across each intersection 

approach, except in rare instances where pedestrian travel is prohibited across one or multiple intersection 

approaches. At T-intersections based on the Engineer’s discretion, one crosswalk can be provided crossing the 

mainline street instead of the typical two crosswalks in order to reduce the potential for left turn conflicts with 

crossing pedestrians. Crosswalk warning signage (e.g. signs W11-2 or S1-1) shall not be posted at signalized 

intersections with the exception of intersections equipped with HAWK beacons. 

Stop Controlled Intersections 

At traditional two-way stop or all-way stop controlled intersections, follow the Crosswalk Marking Evaluation 

Matrix flowchart found on page 7 and the Uncontrolled Crosswalk Treatments table found in Table 1 on page 8 to 

determine whether a marked crosswalk is justified. If marked, crosswalks across stop or yield approaches shall 

not be accompanied by any crosswalk warning signage. Such signs would be repetitive and may lead to driver 

confusion. 

Mid-Block Locations 

At mid-block locations, follow the Crosswalk Marking Evaluation Matrix flowchart found on page 7 and the 

Uncontrolled Crosswalk Treatments table found in Table 1 on page 8 to determine whether a marked crosswalk is 

justified at that location. If a marked crosswalk is justified at a mid-block location, crosswalk warning signs (W11-

2) with the supplemental diagonal downward pointing arrow (W16-7P) plaque shall be posted at the location of 

the crosswalk. 

Existing Crosswalks 

Existing marked crosswalks in the County which have been in place before this version of the Marked Crosswalk 

Guidelines was released do not need to be immediately reevaluated based on these new criteria. Existing marked 

crosswalks may stay in place until a corridor study is performed, either requested during re-marking or for another 

reason. The corridor study may choose to remove, replace, or upgrade the existing marked crosswalk based on 

the results of the corridor study. The existing crosswalks may be left in place even if they do not meet the latest 

guidelines at TE&O’s discretion.  
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CROSSWALK MARKINGS STYLES 

Throughout Arlington County, crosswalks are predominately installed using the continental style markings and the 

“standard” parallel line style markings illustrated in Figure 1. Although there are instances of other types of 

crosswalks found throughout the County, these styles are no longer being used. 

Figure 1: Different Styles of Crosswalk Markings 

 

 

 

For the continental style, painted line segments shall be 2’ wide, separated by a 2’ width of unpainted area as 

shown. All newly installed or re-marked crosswalks in the County shall use the continental style marking pattern 

(high-visibility) except as noted below: 

• For trail crossings: 

o Use the continental style markings with 2’ wide painted line segments, separated by a 3’ wide 

unpainted area. This extra space keeps two typically-sized bicycle tires off of the painted surface 

at once.  

• Use of the parallel style “standard” crosswalk marking pattern when: 

o Re-marking existing crosswalks of this style, unless it is at the engineer’s discretion to upgrade the 

parallel style crosswalk to continental style markings; 

o Marking minor-street approach (ADT < 1,500 vehicles per day) crossings along busy arterials at 

unsignalized intersections; and 

o Installing crosswalks at locations that don’t satisfy the crosswalk marking pedestrian crossing 

volume criteria shown in Error! Reference source not found., however there is still a need to 

direct pedestrians along the proper crossing path (i.e. a very skewed crossing or a crossing that 

has one end situated in a driveway or level grassy area). 

• The ladder style crossing marking pattern should only occur by default when: 
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o Upgrading a crosswalk currently marked with the parallel style “standard” crosswalk marking 

pattern to the high-visibility (continental) style markings in a location that is not being re-paved. 

In this case, the existing two parallel crosswalk lines should not be eradicated due to the damage 

that would be caused to the pavement/walking surface. It is preferable to let the two parallel 

crosswalk lines fade away over time.  

Refer to the Arlington County Pavement Marking Specifications for more detailed information on the width, 

spacing, and material of the crosswalk markings. 

MUTCD GUIDANCE 

According to Section 3B.18 of the 2009 edition of the MUTCD, “crosswalk lines should not be used 

indiscriminately”. The MUTCD advises that on roadways where the speed limit exceeds 40 miles per hour (mph), 

in addition to marked crosswalks, other measures designed to reduce traffic speeds, shorten crossing distances, 

enhance driver awareness of the crossing, and/or provide active warning of pedestrian presence should be 

considered. This applies to uncontrolled crossings across roadways where the speed limit exceeds 40 mph and 

either: the roadway has four or more lanes of travel without a raised median or pedestrian refuge island and an 

ADT of 12,000 vehicles per day (vpd) or greater; or the roadway has four or more lanes of travel with a raised 

median or pedestrian refuge island and an ADT of 15,000 vpd or greater. 

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY ON MULTI-LANE ROADS  

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) published a final report and recommended guidelines on marking 

crosswalks in their September 2005 report titled Safety Effects of Marked Versus Unmarked Crosswalks at 

Uncontrolled Locations. As illustrated in Figure 2, their study determined that the pedestrian crash rate was much 

higher at marked crosswalks than at unmarked crosswalks on certain types of facilities when traffic volumes are 

over 15,000 vpd, or over 12,000 vpd on multilane facilities without a raised median. Based on the results and 

recommendations made in this study, several jurisdictions nationwide responded by adopting their own crosswalk 

marking guidelines. They found that indiscriminately marking crosswalks at uncontrolled, multi-lane locations 

without guidance resulted in unexpected higher pedestrian exposure to conflicts than at unmarked crosswalks. 

Figure 2: Pedestrian Crash Rate Versus Type of Crossing 
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EVALUATION CRITERIA AT UNSIGNALIZED CROSSINGS 

Many of the quantifiable thresholds found in the Crosswalk Marking Evaluation Matrix flowchart (refer to page 7) 

were generally established from a literature review of national crosswalk marking guidance, best practices, as well 

as policies implemented in the Commonwealth of Virginia (VDOT) and the following walkable localities: 

Washington DC (DDOT), San Francisco (SFMTA), Seattle (SDOT), and Boulder (City of Boulder, CO). The 

recommended uncontrolled crosswalk treatments shown in Table 1 are also based on similar recommendation 

tables from the five aforementioned states and localities, derived from Table 11 - Recommendations for installing 

marked crosswalks and other needed pedestrian improvements at uncontrolled locations (FHWA Study, page 54 

- see Appendix).  

Table 1 has been adjusted to account for the MUTCD guidance on crosswalk markings, which was issued four years 

after the FHWA study was published. This table should be used as a starting point for marked crosswalk 

treatments, and then supported by engineering analysis of the location and engineering judgement based on 

historic driver and pedestrian behavior, sight distance, crash history, etc.  

The MUTCD deemed uncontrolled marked crosswalks allowable under certain conditions along median divided 

four-lane and wider roadways with speed limits of 40 mph or higher as long as the ADT is under 15,000 vpd. 

Furthermore, note that there are no roadways controlled by Arlington County with posted speed limits of 40 mph 

or higher. Information regarding the crosswalk marking guidelines used in the five previously mentioned states 

and localities is included in the Appendix. 

 



Install marked crosswalk 

per Arlington County 

Guidelines (Go to Table 1)

Crossing is at:
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midblock with 6'+ wide 

raised median

20 peds crossing 

during any hour
(b)

NO

YES
40 peds crossing 

during any hour

Crossing is located 

along frontage of 

ped generator
(a)

 and 

is judged to warrant 

crosswalk markings

*   Enhanced refers to any marked, stop-controlled, or signalized crossings

(a) Pedestrian Generators

      -School, hospital, park, library, community/senior center, shopping center

       or office building (3+ stories)

(b) Minimum Pedestrian Volume Thresholds

      -20 pedestrians crossing during any hour

      -45 pedestrians crossing during any 3 hours

      -100 pedestrians crossing during any 12 hours

(c) Arterial Location, nearest crosswalk or signed >500' away. 

      Minimum Pedestrian Volume Thresholds

      - 5 pedestrians crossing during any hour

      -12 pedestrians crossing during any 3 hours

      -30 pedestrians crossing during any 12 hours 

(d) Minimum Distance to Nearest Enhanced Crosswalk

      -300' or further throughout most of the County

      -A spacing reduction to 200' is applicable based on engineering judgment      

 if location is situated within a ‘Metro Station Area’ (see Appendix)

(e) School crossings are those within close proximity to a school and would be 

indicated with S1-1 school crossing signage and not W11-2 standard pedestrian 

crossing signage.
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distance (8 x
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Go to Table 1
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req. for the road)

Go to Table 1

START
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VDOT w/supporting 

information
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Replace existing ramps 

soon with new County 

standard ramps (see 

Page 2)
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at crosswalk 

location
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VDOT intersection 

or roadway
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Crossing at ped 

generator
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Trail crossing
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to justify a marked 

crosswalk

Figure 3:  Crosswalk Marking Evaluation Matrix

Is this proposed 

crosswalk  either:

- Intended to be a school crossing 

or within one block of a school

- Necessary to direct pedestrians 

along a proper crossing path

NO

YES

ADT > 1,500

NO
YES

Crossing location

is midblock

Install Treatment A

(See Next Page)

Install Treatment F

(See Next Page)

YESNO

Is this proposed crosswalk either:

- Intended to be a school crossing
(e)

 or within 

one block of a school

-Across a minor street at an un-signalized 

intersection w/arterial

- Necessary to direct pedestrians along a 

proper crossing path
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crosswalk

NO
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other intersections.

(See Next Page)
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adding ramps first
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F for other intersections.

(See Next Page)
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Page 2)
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NOTE: This table should be used as a starting point for marked crosswalk 

treatments, and then supported by engineering analysis of the location 

and engineering judgement based on historic driver and pedestrian 

behavior, sight distance, crash history, etc.
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Table 1: Uncontrolled Crosswalk Treatments 

 

Roadway Configuration 

Roadway ADT & Posted Speed Limit 

1,500 to 9,000 vpd 9,000 to 12,000 vpd 12,000 to 15,000 vpd ˃ 15,000 vpd 

≤ 30 

mph 

35 

mph 

40 

mph 

≤ 30 

mph 

35 

mph 

40 

mph 

≤ 30 

mph 

35 

mph 

40 

mph 

≤ 30 

mph 

35 

mph 

40 

mph 

2 Lanes (two-way street) A B C A B C A B C B C E 

2 Lanes (one-way street) A B C B B C B B C B C E 

3 Lanes w/ raised median1 A A C A C C/D B C D/E C D/E E 

3 Lanes, no median A A C/D C C C/D C D D/E C D/E E 

4 Lanes w/ raised median1 A A C/D A C C/D C C D/E C/D/E D/E E 

4 lanes, no median A C/D C/D/E C C/D D/E C/D E E E E E 

5 Lanes w/ raised median1 A A C/D A C C/D/E C/D C/D E C/D/E E E 

5 lanes, no median A C/D D/E  C C/D D/E E E E E E E 

6 Lanes w/ raised median1 A A C/D A C D/E D/E D/E E E E E 

6 lanes, no median A D/E D/E C D/E D/E E E E E E E 
1 The raised median or refuge island must be at least 6 feet wide to adequately serve as refuge area for pedestrians. 

 

Treatment Descriptions: 

Treatment          A Install high-visibility style (continental) crosswalk markings with road-side W11-2 (S1-1 for school crossings) and W16-7P pedestrian crossing warning signage placed at the crosswalk location. 

Treatment          B Same as A, but in addition install advance road-side W11-2 and W16-9P warning signage and in-roadway R1-6 bollards (except on one-way streets). 

Treatment          C Same as B, but in addition install yield lines and sign R1-5 both placed 20’ to 50’ in advance of the crosswalk marking. If applicable and feasible, install curb extensions (bulb-outs) and median refuge islands. 

Treatment          D If pedestrian volume is greater than or equal to 12 in one hour: Same as Treatment C, but in addition install road-side pedestrian activated Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB). 

Treatment          E If pedestrian volume is greater than or equal to 20 in one hour: Consider HAWK beacon, pedestrian traffic signal, road-diet, or grade-separated crossing. 

Treatment          F Install “standard” parallel style crosswalk markings. 

 

NOTE: This table should be used as a starting point for marked crosswalk treatments, and then supported by engineering analysis of the location and engineering judgement based on historic driver and pedestrian behavior, sight distance, crash history, etc.
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Figure 18.  Pedestrian crash rate versus type of crossing. 
 

 



 

Table 11.  Recommendations for installing marked crosswalks and other needed pedestrian improvements at uncontrolled locations.* 
Vehicle ADT 

< 9,000 
Vehicle ADT 

>9,000 to 12,000 
Vehicle ADT 

>12,000–15,000 
Vehicle ADT 

> 15,000 
 

54 

Speed Limit** 
Roadway Type 

(Number of Travel Lanes  
and Median Type) < 48.3 

km/h 
(30 

mi/h) 

56.4 
km/h 
(35 

mi/h) 

64.4 
km/h 
(40 

mi/h) 

< 48.3 
km/h 
(30 

mi/h) 

56.4 
km/h 
(35 

mi/h) 

64.4 
km/h 
(40 

mi/h) 

< 48.3 
km/h 
(30 

mi/h) 

56.4 
km/h 
(35 

mi/h) 

64.4 
km/h 
(40 

mi/h) 

< 48.3 
km/h 
(30 

mi/h) 

56.4 
km/h 
(35 

mi/h) 

64.4 
km/h 
(40 

mi/h) 
Two lanes 
 

C C P C C P C C N C P N 

Three lanes C C P C P P P P N P N N 
Multilane (four or more lanes) 
with raised median*** 

C C P C P N P P N N N N 

Multilane (four or more lanes) 
without raised median  

C P N P P N N N N N N N 

* These guidelines include intersection and midblock locations with no traffic signals or stop signs on the approach to the crossing.  They do not apply to school crossings.  A two-
way center turn lane is not considered a median.  Crosswalks should not be installed at locations that could present an increased safety risk to pedestrians, such as where there is 
poor sight distance, complex or confusing designs, a substantial volume of heavy trucks, or other dangers, without first providing adequate design features and/or traffic control 
devices.  Adding crosswalks alone will not make crossings safer, nor will they necessarily result in more vehicles stopping for pedestrians.  Whether or not marked crosswalks are 
installed, it is important to consider other pedestrian facility enhancements  (e.g., raised median, traffic signal, roadway narrowing, enhanced overhead lighting, traffic-calming 
measures, curb extensions), as needed, to improve the safety of the crossing.  These are general recommendations; good engineering judgment should be used in individual cases 
for deciding where to install crosswalks. 
** Where the speed limit exceeds 64.4 km/h (40 mi/h), marked crosswalks alone should not be used at unsignalized locations. 
*** The raised median or crossing island must be at least 1.2 m (4 ft) wide and 1.8 m (6 ft) long to serve adequately as a refuge area for pedestrians, in accordance with MUTCD 
and American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) guidelines. 
C = Candidate sites for marked crosswalks.  Marked crosswalks must be installed carefully and selectively.  Before installing new marked crosswalks, an engineering study is 
needed to determine whether the location is suitable for a marked crosswalk.  For an engineering study, a site review may be sufficient at some locations, while a more indepth 
study of pedestrian volume, vehicle speed, sight distance, vehicle mix, and other factors may be needed at other sites.  It is recommended that a minimum utilization of 20 
pedestrian crossings per peak hour (or 15 or more elderly and/or child pedestrians) be confirmed at a location before placing a high priority on the installation of a marked 
crosswalk alone. 
P = Possible increase in pedestrian crash risk may occur if crosswalks are added without other pedestrian facility enhancements.  These locations should be closely 
monitored and enhanced with other pedestrian crossing improvements, if necessary, before adding a marked crosswalk. 
N = Marked crosswalks alone are insufficient, since pedestrian crash risk may be increased by providing marked crosswalks alone.  Consider using other treatments, such 
as traffic-calming treatments, traffic signals with pedestrian signals where warranted, or other substantial crossing improvement to improve crossing safety for pedestrians.  
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CROSSWALK MARKING FLOWCHART FOR UNCONTROLLED LOCATIONS 
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CATEGORY A: TWO LANE STREETS  
(Meeting requirements of flowchart on page 6)  

TRAFFIC VOLUME POSTED SPEED 

(ADT) 30 MPH or less 35 MPH 40 MPH or more 

Up to 12,000 vehicles 
per day  

Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 

Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
device and consider 
Level 2 device (see 
page 11) 

12,000 vehicles or 
more per day  

Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 

Marked X-walk and 
additional Level 1 
device (see page 11). 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and/or Level 2 
devices. Evaluate the 
location for a traffic 
signal (Level 3 
device) using CA 
MUTCD warrants 
(see page 11) 
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CATEGORY B: THREE LANE STREETS 
(Meeting requirements of flowchart on page 6)  

TRAFFIC VOLUME POSTED SPEED 

(ADT) 30 MPH or less 35 MPH 40 MPH or more 

9,000 vehicles or 
fewer per day  

Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 

Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
device and consider 
Level 2 device (see 
page 11) 9,000-12,000 

vehicles per day  
Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
device and consider 
Level 2 device (see 
page 11) 12,000-15,000 

vehicles per day  
Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
device and consider 
Level 2 device (see 
page 11) 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and/or Level 2 
devices.  Evaluate 
the location for a 
traffic signal  (Level 3 
device) using CA 
MUTCD warrants 
(see page 11) 

15,000 vehicles or 
more per day  

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and consider Level 2 
devices.  Evaluate 
the location for a 
traffic signal (Level 3 
device) using CA 
MUTCD warrants 
(see page 11) 
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CATEGORY C: FOUR OR MORE LANES WITH A RAISED MEDIAN 
(Meeting requirements of flowchart on page 6)  

TRAFFIC VOLUME POSTED SPEED 

(ADT) 30 MPH or less 35 MPH 40 MPH or more 

9,000 vehicles or 
fewer per day  

Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 
 

Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and/or Level 2 
devices.  Evaluate 
the location for a 
traffic signal (Level 3 
device) using CA 
MUTCD warrants 
(see page 11) 

 

 

9,000-12,000 
vehicles per day  

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
device and consider 
Level 2 device (see 
page 11) 

12,000-15,000 
vehicles per day  

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
device and consider 
Level 2 device (see 
page 11) 

15,000 vehicles or 
more per day  

 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and consider Level 2 
devices.  Evaluate 
the location for a 
traffic signal (Level 3 
device) using CA  
MUTCD warrants 
(see page 11) 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and consider Level 2 
devices.  Evaluate 
the location for a 
traffic signal (Level 3 
device) using CA  
MUTCD warrants 
(see page11) 
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CATEGORY D: FOUR OR MORE LANES WITHOUT A RAISED MEDIAN 
(Meeting requirements of flowchart on page 6)  

TRAFFIC VOLUME POSTED SPEED 

(ADT) 30 MPH or less 35 MPH 40 MPH or more 

9,000 vehicles or 
fewer per day  

Consider Level 1 
device (see page 11) 

Marked X-walk and 
additional Level 1 
device (see page 11). 

Marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and/or Level 2 
devices.  Evaluate 
the location for a 
traffic signal (Level 3 
device) using CA 
MUTCD warrants ( 
see page 11) 

9,000-12,000 
vehicles per day  

Marked X-walk and 
additional Level 1 
device (see page 11). 

Marked X-walk and 
additional Level 1 
device (see page 11). 

12,000 vehicles or 
more per day 

Evaluate the location 
for a pedestrian 
signal.  If the location 
does not meet the 
warrant, install  
marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and 2 devices ( see 
page 11) 

Evaluate the location 
for a pedestrian 
signal.  If the location 
does not meet the 
warrant, install 
marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and 2 devices ( see 
page 11) 

Evaluate the location 
for a pedestrian 
signal.  If the location 
does not meet the 
warrant, install 
marked X-walk plus 
additional Level 1 
and 2 devices ( see 
page 11) 
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ADDITIONAL TREATMENTS FOR CROSSWALKS AT UNCONTROLLED 
LOCATIONS 
A partial list of additional treatments to be considered for crosswalks at uncontrolled 
locations is provided below. Specific circumstances will call for flexibility in application, 
and a combination of treatments may be appropriate.   
 
Level One (lower cost traffic control devices) 

 Signage, including the “Yield Here to Pedestrians”, “Yield to Pedestrians in 
Crosswalk” metal and pop-up signs, and “Pedestrian Warning”, as discussed in 
the CA MUTCD; 

 Advance Stop and Yield Lines (see discussion on page 14); 
 Raised pedestrian refuge islands; 
 PED XING pavement markings installed on the approaches to the crosswalk; 
 Parking prohibitions or red zones at the crosswalk; and, 
 Speed limit signs or changes in conformance with an engineering study and 

CVC regulations. 
 

Level Two (higher cost traffic control devices and street changes) 
 Flashing beacons used alone or in conjunction with overhead signs as 

approved for general use by the CA MUTCD; 
 In-roadway warning lights as approved for general use by the CA MUTCD; 
 Curb extensions or bulbouts; 
 Road diets or other traffic lane changes to reduce number of approach lanes or 

allow the installation of pedestrian refuge islands or medians;  
 Traffic calming or other appropriate engineering measures to reduce roadway 

speeds; 
 Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons (HAWK) as approved for general use by the CA 

MUTCD; and, 
 Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon following guidelines set forth in the FHWA’s 

interim approval for optional use. 
 

Level Three (traffic signalization) 
 Traffic signals should be used where other treatments are infeasible or 

ineffective and current CA MUTCD traffic signal warrants are met.  
 
REMOVING CROSSWALK MARKINGS 
These guidelines should not be used to justify removal of existing crosswalk markings. 
In most circumstances additional measures should be considered prior to removal of 
crosswalk markings. In exceptional cases crosswalk markings can be recommended for 
deletion while leaving a crosswalk open, such as when an engineering evaluation 
indicates that other measures have not been effective and there are significant safety 
advantages to not marking the crosswalk. Removing a marked crosswalk requires a 
public hearing under the Pedestrian Safety Act of 2000 (AB 2522).  Consult CVC 
Section 21950.5 for more details about the 30-day minimum public notification 
requirements. 
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CROSSWALK CLOSURES 
Closures of existing crosswalks should be avoided, and existing closed crosswalks 
should be evaluated for opening, which may necessitate additional safety measures 
such as traffic signal timing or signage changes.  
 
In exceptional cases, closing a crosswalk or keeping a crosswalk closed may be 
justified even if a crosswalk meets the guidelines outlined elsewhere in these 
guidelines. Where crosswalk closures are required, only one leg of an intersection 
should be closed. Closing a crosswalk with signs and barriers may be justified by such 
factors as heavy turn volumes, poor sight distance, or very low pedestrian demand.  
The extent of inconvenience for pedestrians must be considered in these decisions.  
Closing a crosswalk requires a public hearing and a SFMTA Board of Directors’ 
resolution. 
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Figure 3.  Flowchart for Justifying Installation of Marked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Intersections.  Adapted 
from City of Stockton Public Works Department, Pedestrian Safety and Crosswalk Installation Guidelines.  
Stockton, California, 2003. 
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Table 1.  Recommendations for Considering Marked Crosswalks and Other Needed Pedestrian 
Improvements at Uncontrolled Locationsa 

 

 
 

Adapted from Zegeer, C.V., Stewart, R.J., Huang, H.H., and Lagerwey, P.A.  Safety Effects of Marked Vs. 
Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations: Executive Summary and Recommended Guidelines.  FHWA-RD-
01-075.  Federal Highway Administration, Washington, D.C., 2002. 
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Special Treatments 

 
There are a number of innovative treatments for pedestrians at uncontrolled crossing 

locations.  Level 1 devices are typically less costly to install and are found at locations with 
potentially lower levels of vehicle/pedestrian conflict.   Level 2 through 5 devices can be more 
costly to install and are used at locations with an ascending order of potential vehicle/pedestrian 
conflicts.   
 
Level 1 Devices 
 
Standard Crosswalk 
 

Standard crosswalks (Figure 4) consist of two parallel lines and can be used at 
uncontrolled intersections.  They are not to be used at mid-block crossings.  Refer to section 
3B.17 of the MUTCD for further guidance on standard crosswalks1.     

 
 

 

 
Figure 4.  Standard Crosswalk 

 
Raised Mid-Block Crosswalk 
 

Raised mid-block crossings (Figure 5) are sometimes constructed to provide a well-
defined pedestrian crossing and to calm traffic.  This type of crossing is suitable for only low-
speed, low-volume local streets, since the raised crossing is essentially functioning as a speed 
table or hump.  
 

Raised crossings enhance pedestrian safety by creating a vertical pavement undulation 
that forces motorists to slow down when approaching.  They can function as an extension of the 
sidewalk and allow pedestrians to cross at a constant grade without the need for curb ramps or 
median cut-throughs.  Raised crossings should have a 6-foot (1.8-meter) parabolic approach 
transition, raising the vehicle to 3 to 4 inches (7.6 to 10.2 centimeters) above the nominal 
pavement grade.  The flat section of the crossing table should be 10 to 12 feet (3.0 to 3.7 meters) 
wide.  Raised crossings need to be highly visible, either striped as a mid-block crossing or 
constructed of a contrasting pavement design.  Raised crossings should be signed with advance 
warning signs and pedestrian crossing signs in the same manner as other mid-block crossings.12 
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Figure 5.  Raised Mid-block Crossing.  From http://pedbikeimages.org / Portland Office of Transportation.  
Reprinted with permission. 

 
Rumble Strips 
 

Rumble strips are series of intermittent, narrow, transverse areas of a rough-textured, 
slightly raised, or depressed road surface that are installed to alert road users to unusual traffic 
conditions.1  They can be used as a temporary traffic control device in areas of temporary, 
unexpected crosswalks.  Rumble strips should be placed in advance of a crosswalk.  Because of 
maintenance issues, rumble strips should be used only in special circumstances.     

  
Level 2 Devices6 

 
High-Visibility Crosswalks 
 

High-visibility crosswalks should be white and retroreflective (visible at night).  They 
include the textured pavement crosswalks (Figure 6), “zebra” and “continental” crosswalks 
(Figure 7), and “triple-four” crosswalks (Figure 8).   Textured pavement crosswalks are 
composed of stamped concrete or asphalt or brick pavers placed in a pattern and are outlined 
with white, retroreflective markings.  These types of crosswalks can increase driver awareness of 
pedestrian activity by improving visibility and creating a different audible tone.  The treatment 
can also improve the aesthetics of crosswalk installations.  Disadvantages include higher 
construction and maintenance costs and the lack of smooth, accessible surfaces for pedestrians.13 
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Figure 6.  Example of a Textured Pavement Crosswalk.  From www.pedbikeimages.org / Dan Burden.  
Reprinted with permission. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7.  “Zebra” Crosswalk (Left) and “Continental” Crosswalk (Right). 
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Figure 8.  “Triple-Four” Crosswalk.  From  www.pedbikeimages.org / Dan Burden.  Reprinted with permission. 

 
Level 3 Devices6 

 
Refuge Islands 
 

Refuge islands (Figures 9 and 10) allow pedestrians to cross one segment of the street to 
a relatively safe location out of the travel lanes and then continue across the next segment in a 
separate gap.  At unsignalized crosswalks on a two-way street, a median refuge island allows the 
crossing pedestrian to tackle each direction of traffic separately.  This can significantly reduce 
the time a pedestrian must wait for an adequate gap in the traffic stream.11  A pedestrian 
pushbutton should be placed in the median of signalized mid-block crossings where the crossing 
distance exceeds 60 feet (18.2 meters).  Curb ramps or cut-throughs should be provided for 
accessibility.14  Refer to VDOT’s Guidelines for the Placement of Curb Ramps for Accessible 
Routes and Continuous Passages on when and how to use curb ramps.15  

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 9.  Typical Median Refuge Island at an Intersection, with Median Nose and At-Grade Passage for a 
Crosswalk. 
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Figure 10.  Typical Median Refuge Island at Mid-Block, with At-Grade Passage for Crosswalk. 
 
Split Pedestrian Crossover (SPXO)   

 
The SPXO (Figure 11) is a pedestrian refuge that channels pedestrians to cross one half 

of the street; enter the island at one end; walk toward the flow of traffic; and exit at the other end 
to cross the second half of the street.  This special treatment is primarily used at mid-block 
locations and is especially beneficial at or near transit connections. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 11.  Example of a Split Pedestrian Crossover.  From www.pedbikeimages.org / Dan Burden.  Reprinted 
with permission. 
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Bulbouts  
 

Intersections 
 

At an intersection, each corner of the bulbout (Figure 12) is extended into the intersection 
by approximately 7 to 8 feet to shorten the crossing distance for pedestrians and raise their 
visibility to motorists. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 12.  Bulbouts at an Intersection. 

 
Mid-Block Locations 

 
At mid-block locations, bulbouts (Figure 13) are extended into the street by 

approximately 7 to 8 feet to shorten the crossing distance for pedestrians and raise their visibility 
to motorists. 

 
 
 

Figure 13.  Bulbouts at a Mid-Block Location. 
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Level 4 Devices6 

 
Overhead Signs and Flashing Beacons 
 

Overhead signs can be various signs showing the universal pedestrian symbol, including 
standard yellow, fluorescent yellow, and LED displays that hang from a mast arm and extend 
over the street.  Flashing beacons should accompany the overhead signs (Figure 14).  A flashing 
beacon provides a relatively low-cost treatment for mid-block pedestrian crossings. The flashing 
light alerts drivers in advance of potential pedestrians without forcing them to stop unless there is 
actually a pedestrian in the crosswalk.  This sort of device can be used on roadways with higher 
vehicular volumes without causing undue delay to drivers.  Flashing beacons are most effective 
if they are operating only during times when there is a clear need to alert motorists, such as when 
pedestrians are actually present (rather than constantly flashing).3 This can be done by using 
pedestrian pushbuttons (Figure 15) or passive activation.  Refer to Section 4K.03 in the MUTCD 
for further guidance on flashing beacons.1  

 

 
 

Figure 14.  Overhead Sign with Flashing Beacons.   From www.pedbikeimages.org / ITE Pedestrian Bicycle 
Council.  Reprinted with permission. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 15.  Pedestrian Pushbutton for Flashing Beacon Operation.  From www.pedbikeimages.org / Dan 
Burden.  Reprinted with permission. 
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In-Roadway Warning Lights (IRWLs) 
 

IRWLs (Figure 16) should be installed with a flashing sign at the crosswalk and an 
advanced flashing sign ahead of the crosswalk.  They should also be installed with advance 
audible warning devices for motorists, such as rumble strips.  Refer to VDOT’s Guidelines for 
the Installation of In-Roadway Warning Lights for further guidance.16   
 

 
Figure 16.  In-Roadway Warning Lights at a Mid-block Crosswalk.  From www.pedbikeimages.org / ITE 

Pedestrian Bicycle Council.  Reprinted with permission. 
 
Level 5 Devices6 

 
Pedestrian-Actuated Signals 

 
Pedestrian-actuated signals (Figure 17) should be placed at mid-block locations where 

vehicle and pedestrian volumes warrant a signal.  Refer to Section 4C.05 Warrant 4, Pedestrian 
Volume of the MUTCD for further guidance on mid-block pedestrian-actuated signals.1  
 

 
Figure 17.  Pedestrian-Actuated Mid-block Signal.  From www.pedbikeimages.org / ITE Pedestrian Bicycle 

Council.  Reprinted with permission. 
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Grade-Separated Crossings 
 

The purpose of grade-separated crossings is to separate pedestrian travel from vehicular 
travel completely.  These crossing facilities should be used only where it is not possible to 
provide an at-grade facility.  Examples are crossing a freeway or major highway (Figures 18 and 
19), a rail yard, or a waterway.  Grade-separated crossings should: 
 

•  be accessible. 
•  have minimal grade changes 
•  have a clear passage width of at least 3.7 meters (12 feet).11   

 

 
 

Figure 18.  Grade-Separated Crossing (Bridge) Over a Major Highway.  From www.pedbikeimages.org / Dan 
Burden.  Reprinted with permission. 

 

 
 

Figure 19.  Grade-Separated Crossing (Tunnel) Under a Roadway.  From www.pedbikeimages.org / Dan 
Burden.  Reprinted with permission. 
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This Director’s Rule is established solely to provide guidelines to work toward the City’s goal of 
installing pedestrian safety improvements when funds are available. The intent is to provide for 
and promote the health, safety and welfare of the general public. 
 
It is not the intent of this Director’s Rule to protect individuals or create or otherwise establish or 
designate any particular class or group of persons who will or should be especially protected or 
benefited by this Director’s Rule as a whole or any of its terms.  Pedestrians and drivers have the 
obligation to comply with the rules of the road and have the liability for failing to do so.  The 
City cannot provide safe crossing facilities if motor vehicle drivers and pedestrians fail to follow 
the rules of the road.  Moreover, the City cannot anticipate and protect against all imaginable acts 
of negligent drivers and pedestrians, for to do so would make the City an insurer against all such 
acts.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
This Rule establishes guidelines to improve pedestrian safety and increase the  
awareness of the public about the criteria for establishing or permitting: 
 

1) marked pedestrian crosswalks;  
2) general traffic control signals;  
3) pedestrian traffic signals;  
4) pedestrian traffic signals for the disabled or senior citizens; and  
5) pedestrian traffic signals to accommodate school crossings. 

 
It also establishes the process by which traffic control devices may be requested and how the 
Department will process those requests. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
The City adopted Resolution 25717 in January 1979, establishing criteria for evaluating requests 
for traffic and pedestrian safety improvements, and for determining the relative necessity of the 
request. Some of the criteria set forth in Resolution 25717 were amended by the City Council 
when it adopted Resolution 26190 on January 14, 1980. 
 
The University of North Carolina Highway Safety Research Center has completed the first ever 
nation-wide, comprehensive study of marked and unmarked crosswalks;  the results of this study 
provide new information regarding the safety and appropriate location of marked crosswalks and 
are incorporated into this Rule.  
 
More than 30 Neighborhood Plans have included statements that making improvements to the 
walking environment is a priority for their neighborhood.  Additionally, the City of Seattle’s 
Transportation Strategic Plan, adopted by Resolution 29815 on October 26, 1998, places a high 
priority on making walking safer and more attractive and calls for the Executive “to promote and 
highlight” certain strategies including Strategy W1.2 which call for the City to “Revise the City’s 
policies guiding the marking of crosswalks if appropriate”. 
  
 
INSTALLATION CRITERIA   
 
The criteria shown below shall be used to evaluate and determine the number and location of 1) 
marked pedestrian crosswalks; 2) general traffic control signals; 3) pedestrian traffic signals; 4) 
pedestrian traffic signals for the disabled or senior citizens; and 5) pedestrian traffic signals to 
accommodate school crossings. 
 
 
1.   MARKED PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS 

Background: 
Pedestrians should be able to cross roads safely, and therefore, the City should try to provide safe 
crossing facilities.  There are many engineering measures that may be used at a pedestrian 
crossing, depending on site conditions.  Marked crosswalks are commonly used at intersections 
and sometimes at mid-block locations. 
 
It is important to remember that providing marked (painted) crosswalks is only one of many 
possible engineering measures.  Thus, when considering how to provide safer crossings for 
pedestrians, the question should NOT simply be: “Should I provide a marked crosswalk or not?”  
Instead, the question should be: “What are the most effective measures that can be used to help 
pedestrians to safely cross the street?”  Deciding where to mark or not mark crosswalks is only 
one consideration in meeting the objective to create safe pedestrian crossings. 
 
Other Treatments: 
Treatments other than installing marked pedestrian crosswalks may be considered prior to 
installing a marked crosswalk, if determined to be appropriate by the City Traffic Engineer.  
Examples of some of these pedestrian improvements include: 
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• Providing raised medians on multi-lane roads; 
• Installing traffic signals (or pedestrian signals) where warranted or where serious 

pedestrian crossing problems exist; 
• Reducing the effective street crossing distance for pedestrians by providing curb 

extensions or raised pedestrian islands or reducing four-lane undivided road sections 
to two through lanes with left-turn pockets with sidewalks;  

• Installing traffic calming measures on neighborhood streets to slow vehicle speeds or 
reduce cut-through traffic.  Such measures may include: 
- intersection designs (traffic mini-circles, diagonal diverters); 
- raised crossings (raised crosswalk, raised intersection, speed humps); 
- street narrowing measures (chicanes, slow points, “skinny street” designs); 

• Providing adequate nighttime lighting for pedestrians; 
• Redesigning intersections and driveways with refuge islands and tighter turn radii; 
• Using innovative signs, signals and markings. 

 
More details of these and other pedestrian facilities are provided in the City of Seattle, Streets 
that Work Manual, published in 1995. The actual installation of marked crosswalks and other 
treatments will be contingent upon funds being available.   
 
Installation Guidelines:  
Marked pedestrian crosswalks may be used to delineate preferred pedestrian travel across 
roadways upon the Department’s evaluation of the following: 
 

a) At signalized locations where vehicular traffic might block pedestrian traffic  
when stopping for a red light; 

 
b)  At non-signalized locations where recommended elementary school routes cross 

arterial and residential streets; and  
 
c)  At non-signalized locations where other students often cross; this includes junior high 

school, high school and private school students 
 

d)  At non-signalized locations where, in the judgement of the City Traffic Engineer, the 
use of specially aligned crosswalks is desirable for traffic safety. 

 
Also, typically, there should be at least 200 feet between the proposed marked crossing location 
and the nearest existing signal on the same arterial, except on one-way streets and in unique 
situations where there is high pedestrian demand.  The new marked crosswalk shall not, in the 
Department’s judgement, unduly restrict platooned traffic, and shall be evaluated, taking into 
account adjacent signals and other existing marked crosswalks. 
 
Finally, an engineering evaluation may be completed before installing a marked crosswalk in 
accordance with the criteria listed in Figure 1 (pg. 4).  An engineering evaluation could analyze 
(but is not required to or limited to analyze) other factors such as pedestrian volume, gaps in 
traffic, approach speed, sight distances, illumination, needs of special populations, etc. In all 
cases, good engineering judgment must be applied. 
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e)  Pedestrian generators: See Section 3. Pedestrian Traffic Signals 

 
 

Guidelines for installing marked crosswalks at non-signalized locations. 
 

 ≤  9K ADT 
 

> 9K  to  
≤ 12K ADT 

> 12K  to  
≤  15ADT 

> 15K ADT 

 ≤ 30 
mph 

35 
mph 

40 
mph 

≤ 30 
mph 

35 
mph 

40 
mph 

≤ 30 
mph 

35 
mph 

40 
mph 

≤ 30 
mph 

35 
mph 

40 
mph 
 

2 LANES 
 

 
 

           

3 LANES 
 

 
 

           

≤ 4 LANES 
RAISED 
MEDIAN 

            

≥ 4 LANES 
NO 
MEDIAN 

            

 
Where speed limit exceeds 40 mph, marked crosswalks alone should never be used. 
 
K = 1000 
ADT = Average Daily Traffic 
Mph = Miles per hour 
 
 
 
 

Candidate for a marked crosswalk.  Marked crosswalks, if installed, must be 
installed carefully and selectively. Complete engineering evaluation prior to 
installing marked crosswalk. 

 May or may not be a good candidate for a marked crosswalk.  Complete 
engineering evaluation prior to installing marked crosswalk. 

 
 

Usually not a good candidate for a marked crosswalk (unless used in combination 
with other treatments). Complete engineering evaluation prior to installing 
marked crosswalk. 

 
Figure 1 

 
Removal Guidelines 
 
Due to changing traffic conditions, there will be situations where an existing marked crosswalk 
no longer meets the above criteria for installation of a marked crosswalk.  In these situations, 
SDOT will consider other treatments such as installing a pedestrian traffic signal.  However, it is 
recognized that in some situations a signal or other improvement will not be appropriate and that 
it still will be necessary to remove the marked crosswalk.  Prior to removal, SDOT will notify 
affected stakeholders of the planned removal.  Additionally, SDOT will look for opportunities to 
redirect pedestrians to an alternative preferred crossing location.  For example, it may be possible 
to move a bus stop so those pedestrians are directed to cross at a signalized location. 
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Table 1

School 
Crossing?**

Install marked crosswalk 
w/ school pedestrian 

crossing sign (S1-1) and 
down arrow (16-7p) at 

crosswalk plus advance 
(S1 1) signs

pedestrians
Y

Install marked 
crosswalk w/ 

advance pedestrian 
signs (W11-2) 

(2) Minimum Pedestrian Volume Thresholds:

- 20 peds per hour* in any one hour, or

- 18 peds per hour* in any two hours, or

(1) Exceptions to the 1,500 vpd min. roadway volume threshold 
may be made for School Crossings where the peak hour traffic 
exceeds 10% of the daily traffic

YN

(S1-1) signs

*  Young, elderly, and disabled pedestrians count 2x towards volume thresholds
**  School Crossing defined as a crossing location where ten or more student pedestrians 
per hour are crossing.

- 15 peds per hour* in any three hours

(3) Distance to nearest marked or protected crossing may be reduced to 200’ in urban conditions, subject 
to engineering judgment, where 1) the crosswalk does cross any auxiliary lanes, and 2) crossing 
t t t d i ti it ld t t d t i ti t hi l t ffi titreatments and crossing activity would not create undue restriction to vehicular traffic operations. 

(4) An “unmarked pedestrian crossing facilitation” is any treatment that improves a pedestrian’s ability to 
cross a roadway, short of the marked, signed and enhanced crossings detailed in Table 1.  Installation of 
this type of pedestrian facilitation is subject to engineering judgment and may include curb ramps and/or 
a raised median refuge.  However, no effort is made to attract pedestrians or recommend that 
pedestrians cross at this location.  The treatments simply provide an improvement for a low volume 
pedestrian crossing where pedestrians are already crossing and will like continue to cross.

Figure 1 – Pedestrian Crossing Treatment Flowchart
City of Boulder Pedestrian Crossing Treatment Installation Guidelines
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Table 1 - Criteria for Crossing Treatments at Uncontrolled Locations
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mph

≥ 45 
mph

≤ 30 
mph

35   
mph

40 
mph

≥ 45 
mph

2 1 A B C E A B C E B B C E B C C E

2 Lanes (two way street with no median) 2 0 A B C E A B C E B B C E B C C E

1 or 2 0 or 1 A B D E A C D E B D D E C D D E

3 0 or 1 C C D E C C D E C C D E C D D E

4 2 A D D E B D D E B D D E D D D E

2 or 3 2 A B D E B C D E B C D E C C D E

5 2 D D D E D D D E D D D E D D D E

3 to 6 4 F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F

Notes:

1.    Painted medians can never be considered a refuge for a crossing pedestrian.  Similarly, a 4 foot wide raised median next to a left turn lane can only be considered a refuge for pedestrians

      if the left turning volume is less than 20 vehicles per hour (meaning that in most cases the left turn lane is not occupied while the pedestrian is crossing).

2.    A multiple threat lane is defined as a through lane where it is possible for a pedestrian to step out from in front of a stopped vehicle in the adjacent travel lane (either through or turn lane).

Treatment Descriptions:

A Install marked crosswalk with enhanced road-side signs

B Install marked crosswalk with enhanced road-side and in-roadway (bollard mounted) signs

C

D

E

F

Specific Guidance :  For 2 or 3-lane roadways, install marked crosswalk with "State Law - Yield to Pedestrian" signs mounted on the side of the roadway 
and on in-roadway bollards or median mounted signs; use standard (W11-2) advance pedestrian warning signs; use S1-1 signs for School Crossing 
locations.  Add neckdowns or median refuge islands to shorten the pedestrian crossing distance and increase pedestrian visibility to motorists.  

5 Lanes w/Raised Median

5 Lanes w/Striped Median

6 Lanes (two way street with or without median)

Specific Guidance :  Install marked crosswalk with "State Law - Yield to Pedestrian" signs mounted on the side of the roadway and on in-roadway 
bollards; use standard (W11-2) advance pedestrian warning signs; use S1-1 signs for School Crossing locations.

Specific Guidance :  Install marked crosswalk with "State Law - Yield to Pedestrian" signs mounted on the side of the roadway with standard (W11-2) 
advance pedestrian warning signs; use S1-1 signs for School Crossing locations.

> 15,000 vpd

Roadway                                    
Configuration                                 

Roadway ADT and Posted Speed

1,500-9,000 vpd 9,000-12,000 vpd 12,000-15,000 vpd

2 Lanes (one way street)

# of lanes 
crossed 

to reach a 
refuge(1)

# of 
multiple 
threat 

lanes(2) per 
crossing

Do not install marked crosswalk at uncontrolled crossing with 3 or more THROUGH lanes per direction or where the speed limit is ≥ 45 mph 
and/or there is not a median refuge on a 5-lane crossing.  Consider HAWK beacon, pedestrian traffic signal, or grade-separated crossing.  

Do not install marked crosswalk at uncontrolled crossing.  Determine if the speed limit can be effectively reduced to 40 mph AND a raised 
refuge median can be installed.  If so, utliize Scenario D criteria above.  If this is not possible, or if pedestrian volume falls above the RRFB 
limit line on Figure 2, consider HAWK beacon, pedestrian traffic signal, or grade-separated crossing. 

Specific Guidance :  Consider HAWK beacon, pedestrian traffic signal or grade-separated crossing; application of these treatments will consider corridor 
signal progression, existing grades, phyiscal contraints, and other engieering factors

Specific Guidance :  Consider HAWK beacon, pedestrian traffic signal or grade-separated crossing; application of these treatments will consider corridor 
signal progression, existing grades, phyiscal contraints, and other engieering factors

3 Lanes w/Raised Median

Install marked crosswalk with enhanced signs, pedestrian activated RRFBs, and geometric improvements to increase pedestrian visibility 
and reduce exposure

Specific Guidance :  Install raised median refuge island (unless it is a one-way street or one already exists) to shorten the pedestrian crossing distance 
and increase pedestrian visibility to motorists.  [If a median refuge can not be constructed on a two-way street, Go To Scenario F].  Install marked 
crosswalk with "State Law - Yield to Pedestrian" signs  WITH pedestrian activated RRFBs mounted on the side of the roadway and on median mounted 
signs; use standard (W11-2) advance pedestrian warning signs; use S1-1 signs for School Crossing locations.   Consider adding neckdowns at the 
crossing if on-street parking exists on the roadway and storm drain considerations will allow.  [Note: If pedestrian volume falls above the RRFB limit line 
on Figure 2, consider Hawk beacon, pedestrian traffic signal, or grade-separated crossing.]                                                                                                    

Install marked crosswalk with enhanced signs and geometric improvements to increase pedestrian visibility and reduce exposure

3 Lanes w//Striped Median

4 Lanes (two way street with no median)




